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Abstract 
We present an approach to database interop- 
eration that exploits the semantic information 
provided by integrity constraints defined on 
the component databases. We identify two 
roles of integrity constraints in database inter- 
operation. First, a set of integrity constraints 
describing valid states of the integrated view 
can be derived from the constraints defined 
on the underlying databases. Moreover, local 
integrity constraints can be used as a seman- 
tic check on the validity of the specification of 
the integrated view. We illustrate our ideas in 
the context of an instance-based database in- 
teroperation paradigm, where objects rather 
than classes are the unit of integration. We 
introduce the notions of objectivity and sub- 
jectivity as an indication of whether a con- 
straint is valid beyond the context of a spe- 
cific database, and demonstrate the impact of 
these notions. 
1 Introduction 
Although the interoperation of autonomous legacy 
databases has been an important research subject for 
the last few years, so far little attention has been paid 
to the role of database integrity constraints in this 
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context. Existing research ha5 f,;cused on the defini- 
tion of an integrated view (JII rhti schemata of compo- 
nent databases, either in a loosely-coupled or a tightly- 
coupled manner, and the possibilities for querying and 
updating such a view [ShLSO]. Considering the im- 
portance of integrity constraints for the semantics of a 
database, and the attention that the issue of semantic 
heterogeneity [DKM93] among interoperable databases 
has received, the importance of our subject is evident, 
however. At least two important questions related to 
integrity constraints in a database interoperation en- 
vironment arise almost immediately. 
. 
The first of these questions is: Given the integrity 
constraints defined on the component databases, what 
integrity constraints can be defined on the integrated 
view of these databases? This is the subject of the 
scarce literature on constraints in database interoper- 
ation known to us [AQF95,RPG95]. Global integrity 
constraints thus obtained could for example be used in 
optimising queries against the integrated view, elimi- 
nating subqueries which are known to yield empty re- 
sults. Another possible use is in the validation of up- 
date transactions, preventing the formulation of sub- 
transactions which will certainly be rejected by the 
local transaction manager. We feel that existing work 
falls short of treating this question exhaustively. To 
illustrate this claim, we here present an overly simpli- 
fied example introducing two observations not seen in 
present literature. 
Example 
Consider two personnel databases DB1 and DBz held 
by different departments of a certain company. Both 
contain a class Employee with attributes (ssn, salary, 
trav-reimb). DB1 has two constraints defined on em- 
ployees: (1) trav-reimb E {10,20}, and (2) salary < 
1500. In DBz, a single constraint is defined: (1) trav- 
reimb E {14,24}. If DB1 and DBs are integrated into 
a view DBi,t, what are the constraints to be defined 
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on employees in DBint? 
Our first observation is that constraint (2) of DB1 
is not necessarily a valid constraint for DBi,,t. That 
is, this constraint may represent a business rule ad- 
hered to by a specific department rather than being 
an axiom for employees in general. This is what we 
call a subjective constraint; it is valid in the context of 
a specific database only. 
With regard to constraint (1) of both DB1 and 
DBa, expressing possible daily travel reimbursement 
tariffs, we observe the following. Suppose this com- 
pany has multi-department projects; i.e. employees 
may be registered by more than one department. At 
first sight, there appears to be a conflict between these 
constraints. However,‘suppose that the company has 
the following policy with respect to business trips: 
Trips made on behalf of multiple departments are re- 
imbursed based on the average of the tariffs of the de- 
partments involved. Thus, the value of the trav-reimb 
attribute of such an employee in DBi,t is defined as 
the average of the local values. Note that for such 
employees, we can derive a global constraint (1) trav- 
reimb E {12,17,22}; the apparent conflict has been 
solved by the way the global values are defined. Ap- 
parently, there is a relationship between the determi- 
nation of global property values and global constraints. 
In this paper, we will discuss the implications of prop- 
erty value decision functions on global constraints in 
more detail. 0 
We also identify a second question: Is a given specifi- 
cation of an integrated view on a number of component 
databases consistent with the integrity constraints de- 
fined on those databases, and if not, how can this spec- 
ification be corrected? In particular, the set of global 
constraints derived from local constraints and a given 
integration specification may be inconsistent. We dis- 
cuss options for solving such an inconsistency. 
In our treatment of integrity constraints, we distin- 
guish among several kinds of relationships that objects 
from different databases may have. For example, in 
the context discussed above, there is a sharp distinc- 
tion between an employee e occurring in DB1 only, 
and an employee e’ occurring in both databases, as far 
as constraints are concerned. The global state of e 
is entirely determined from DB1, and so are the con- 
straints valid on e. The determination of the global 
state of e’, however, involves both DB1 and DBz, the 
consequences of which we discussed above. 
We therefore illustrate our ideas in the context of 
our approach to database importation presented in 
[VeA96], in which objects rather than classes are the 
unit of integration. A summary of this approach is 
provided in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the rela- 
tionship between integrity constraints and our integra- 
tion paradigm. Section 4 is concerned with expressing 
local and foreign constraints in a compatible way, so 
that they can be compared in Section 5, concentrat- 
ing on the two questions identified above. Section 6 
presents our conclusions. In our opinion, our findings 
are sufficiently general to be valid beyond the specific 
framework used here. Our discussion serves to illus- 
trate our conviction that ‘legacy constraints’ should be 
dealt with by any database interoperation methodol- 
ogy. engineering of an existing relational database and 
its applications 
Note that in contrast to e.g. [CGW96,GrW96], we 
do not deal with the formulation and enforcement of 
global integrity constraints which inherently concern 
multiple component databases (so-called distributed 
integrity constraints). The scope of this paper is re- 
stricted to constraints that are being enforced by the 
component databases, and their implications on the 
global view. 
2 Structural integration 
In this section, we summarise our instance-based ap- 
proach to database interoperation, which will form the 
context for our discussion of integrity constraints. This 
approach is characterised by the adaptation of existing 
schema integration techniques [BLN86] to be applica- 
ble at the instance level of database interoperation, 
thus avoiding the explicit mapping of the different clas- 
sifications used by the different component databases 
to describe a similar application domain. 
We furthermore introduce an example t&at will be 
used throughout this paper. The ex$mple focuses on 
constraints; it is not intended to illustrate the features 
of our integration methodology in full. For a more 
complete discussion, we refer to [VeA96]. 
In examples throughout this paper, we will use the 
syntax of the object-oriented specification language 
TM [BBZ93], which allows for the expression of first- 
order constraints on an object-oriented database. The 
syntax is rather self-explanatory. Semantically rich 
specifications such as those expressable in TM are not 
always available for existing databases. Typically, such 
specifications are obtained through reverse engineer- 
ing, as discussed in [VeA95]. 
As to the constraints introduced in our example of 
Figure 1, we note the following. In our discussion, we 
distinguish among object constraints, class constraints, 
and database constraints that may be defined in each 
of the local models, depending on whether they con- 
strain the state of a single (complex) object; a set of 
objects from a single class, or a set of objects from 
different classes. Object constraints should be read 
as implicitly universally quantified over all instances 
of a class. TM supports these constraint types at the 
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specification level, and design tools supporting proper 
classification of constraints exist [FKS94]. Note that 
we consider static constraints only. 
2.1 Instance-based database interoperation 
In [VeA96] we outlined an instance-based approach to 
database interoperation. As argued in length there, 
we consider objects rather than classes to be an ap- 
propriate basic unit of integration. Such a view is 
also often taken in mediator systems aimed at interop- 
eration of data not necessarily managed by a DBMS 
(e.g. [GPQ95]). In short, the motivation for our ap- 
proach is the argument that in absence of a common 
semantical context, it is more feasible for disparate 
sources to agree on relationships among the specific 
real-world objects that they describe, than to agree 
on the semantics of possible classifications for those 
objects. 
Consider the two databases of which a TM- 
specification is given in Figure 1 (some TM-details have 
been left out for presentation purposes). Database 
CSLibrary is kept by the library of a computer sci- 
ence department to record its collection of books. It 
is also used as an internal reference judging the im- 
portance of publication fora. Database Bookseller 
is a database kept by a scientific bookseller through 
whom the library occasionally acquires new literature. 
The bookseller has an importance rating system com- 
parable to the one maintained by the library. From 
the specifications it can be seen that the different con- 
texts in which the databases are used lead to different 
classifications for a similar application domain. For 
example, the library distinguishes scientific publica- 
tions from professional ones, whereas the bookseller 
distinguishes proceedings from monographs. We as- 
sume that local users of CSLibrary wish to define a vir- 
tual integrated view of their local database extended 
with data imported from Bookseller. 
Traditional schema integration techniques [BLN86] 
would require the definition of the relationships be- 
tween the real world semantics of concepts defined in 
different databases. We argue that in absence of a 
common semantical context, this is typically extremely 
difficult. For example, what precisely does the book- 
seller mean by a Monograph? Would we always call it 
a Scientif icPub1 or possibly a Prof essionalPubl? 
In general, schema integration techniques require the 
designers of the different databases to reach an agree- 
ment on this and similar questions, something which 
is typically not possible in database interoperation. 
Therefore, we argue that in such a context, ob- 
jects rather than classes are the appropriate unit of 
integration. We require the definition of relation- 
ships between objects, by specifying conditions under 
which objects from different classes are related in a 
certain way. In our example, we would define that 
Monograph and Scientif icPubl-objects carrying the 
same isb-number (modulo representation differences, 
not discussed here) are in fact identical objects, and 
that any Proceedings object with ref?=true would be 
classified as RefereedPub by the library. We main- 
tain the classification of both databases on the set of 
appropriately merged objects. It might then @pear 
from theirintegrated extensions that, for example, the 
class Monograph is a subclass of the Scientif icPubl- 
concept, but this is a result of object relationships 
rather than being defined by a designer or enforced 
by the integration mechanism. 
2.2 Specifying database interoperability 
Our approach requires a designer to specify conditions 
under which a certain relationship p between a remote 
object 0’ and a local object 0 or class C holdsl. The 
relationships we distinguish are: 
Equality. 0 and 0’ represent the same real 
world object [LSP93]. This is represented as 
&do’, 0). 
Strict similarity. 0’ would locally be classified 
under C. This is represented as Sim(O’, C). 
Approximate similarity. Locally C U (0’) can 
be regarded as a more general virtual class C”. 
This is represented as Sim(O’, C, C”). 
Descriptivity. Locally 0’ is considered a set of 
values S describing an object 0” which is iden- 
tical to a local object 0 or similar to a local - 
class C. This is represented as Eq(O’,O.S) or 
Sim(O’, C.S). 
In [VeA96] we also defined the constituency relation- 
ship, but this is not relevant here. We require the spec- 
ification of object comparison rules of the form p +- Q, 
where p is any of the relationships listed above, and 9 
is a conjunction of first-order logic predicates, which 
might involve additional information such as corre- 
spondence tables etc. 
Moreover, property equivalence assertions must be 
formulated, specifying to what extent the descriptions 
provided by DB and DB’ overlap. These assertions 
are of the form propeq(C.p, C’.p’, cf, cf’, df), where: 
l p, p’ are basic or derived local and remote proper- 
ties, respectively, 
‘In the remainder of this paper, we use the conventions for 
symbols s to refer to the local database, 8’ to refer to the re- 
mote database, and i to refer to the integrated view of these 
databases. 
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Database CSLibrary Database Bookseller 
Class Publication 
attributes title : string 
isbn : string 
publisher : string 
shopprice : real 
ourprice : real 
object constraints 
ocl: ourprice <= shopprice 
0~2: publisher in KNOWNPUBLISHERS 
class constraints 
ccl: key isbn 
cc2: (sum (collect x for x in self) over ourprice) < MAX 
end Publication 
Class ScientificPub isa Publication 
attributes editors : P&ring 
rating : 1..5 
class constraints 
ccl: (avg (collect x for x in self) over rating) < 4 
end Scientif icPub1 
Class Ref ereedPub1 isa Scientif icPub1 
attributes avgAccFlate : real 
object constraints 
ocl: rating >= 2 
end Ref ereedPub1 
Class NonRsfereedPubl isa ScientificPub 
attributes authAffi1 : string 
object constraints 
ocl: rating <= 3 
end NonFlefereedPubl 
Class ProfessionalPub isapublication 
attributes authors : Pstring 
end ProfessionalPub 
Class Item 
attributes title : string 
isbn : string 
publisher : Publisher 
authors : Pstring 
shopprice : real 
libprice : real 
object constraints 
ocl: libprice <= shopprice 
class constraints 
ccl: key isbn 
end Item 
Class Proceedings isa Item 
attributes ref? : boolean 
rating : l..lO 
object constraints 
ocl: publisher.name=‘IEEE’ implies ref?=true 
oc2: ref?=true implies rating >= 7 
0~3: publisher.name=‘ACM’ implies rating >= 6 
end Proceedings 
Class Monograph isa Item 
attributes subjects : Rtring 
end Monograph 
Class Publisher 
attributes name 
location 
end Publisher 
: string 
: string 
Database constraints 
dbl: forall p in Publisher exists i in Item 1 
i.publisher = p 
Figure 1: Example databases with constraint definitions 
l cf, cf’ are conversion functions mapping the do- value. 
mains of p and p’ to a common domain D, and 
l df : D x D + D is a decision finction which 
determines a global value for the property given 
possibly different local and remote values. We 
require that for each decision function df, Va E 
Dldf(a,a) = a. In our view, functions such as 
sum used e.g. in [DaH84] deiine derived global 
properties rather than determining values for 
equivalent local and remote properties. 
Example 
For our example databases, we list some sample object 
comparison rules. We also list some property equiva- 
lences, omitting obvious tines. We use predefined con- 
version functions such as id, the identity function, and 
decision functions such as trust, which assigns a spe- 
cific database as the primary source for a property’s 
Eq(O:Publication, 0’:Item) + O.isbn=O’.isbn 
Eq(O:Publication.{publisher}, 0’ :Publisher) 
+ O.publisher=O’.name 
Sim(O’:Proceedings,RefereedPubl)+ O’.ref?=true 
Sim(O’:Proceedings,NonIlefereedPubl)c O’.ref?=false 
Sim(O:ScientificPubl,Proceedings) 
+- contains(O.title, ‘Proceed’) 
propeq(Publication.ourprice, Item.libprice, 
id, id, trust(CSLibrary)) 
propeq(Publication.shopprice, Item.shopprice, 
id, id, ttust(Bookseller)) 
propeq(Publication.publisher, Publisher.name, id, id, any) 
projwq(ScientificPubl.rating, Proce,edings.rating, 
multiply(t), id, aug) 
propeq(ScientificPubl.editors, Item.authors, id,id, union) 
0 
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2.3 The integrated view 
As a result of a specification as defined above, an in- 
tegrated or global view of the local and the remote 
database can be constructed. This construction is a 
two-step process of conformation and merging analo- 
gous to the steps distinguished for schema integration 
in [BLN86]. Our discussion here is necessarily brief; 
the interested reader is referred to [VeA96]. 
In the conformation step, the local and remote 
database are brought into a common semantical con- 
text, so that they can be merged. This involves the 
settling of object-value conflicts resulting from descrip- 
tivity relations between objects. This is done by creat- 
ing virtual objects from values and/or casting objects 
into property values describing other objects. In the 
resulting confoming object sets SLC and SFC, the 
local and remote use of objects versus values has been 
conformed. In our example, the description of a pub- 
lisher as a value describing a publication or as a sep- 
arate object must be conformed. If for example the 
object view is taken, virtual VirtPublisher-objects 
are created from the values of Publicationpublisher. 
Equivalent local and remote properties p and p’ are 
turned into conforming properties p, and p’, by assign- 
ing them identical names and converting them to iden- 
tical domains. If virtual objects have been derived 
from objects the property was defined on originally, 
the conforming properties may be assigned to these 
virtual objects. Examples include the renaming of 
‘ourprice’ to ‘libprice’, the conversion of library and 
bookseller’s publication ratings to a common scale, 
and the assignment of the ‘publisher’ attribute val- 
ues to a new attribute ‘name’ of the virtual publisher 
objects. 
In the merging step, objects from SLC and SFC 
between which an equivalence relationship has been 
determined, are merged into a single global object. 
Equivalent properties are merged into an integrated 
property and assigned to the integrated class hierar- 
chy. Moreover, the value of global properties is de- 
termined from the conformed local and remote ones, 
using a decision function where applicable. 
The crux of applying these well-known techniques 
directly at the instance level is that a classification for 
the integrated view is now formed by applying both 
the local and the remote classification to the global 
object set. As the global object set is a merge of the 
local and remote one, relationships between local and 
remote classes may thus be detected; for example, C 
isa Cr iff VO E C30’ E C’ : Eq(O,O’) V Sim(0, C’). 
Thus, the global class hierarchy is a result of object 
relationships rather than being defined explicitly. 
As an example, if it turns out that some, 
but not all, of the objects in Proceedings and 
Figure 2: Instance-based atabase interoperation 
RefereedPub are similar, a virtual global sub- 
class Ref ereedProceedings containing these objects 
arises, which is a subclass of both Proceedings and 
Ref ereedPub1. The process of conformation and 
merging is illustrated in Figure 2. 
3 Object comparison rules and con- 
straints 
Recall that one of the questions posed in the introduc- 
tion was concerned with detecting possible inconsisten- 
cies between constraints and the specification of the 
integration. We must distinguish between two cases 
here: (1) The specification of the integration is in con- 
flict with the local constraints; (2) The specification 
of the integration leads to conflicts among global con- 
straints that are a consequence of this specification. 
We do not deal with the second of these cases until 
we have discussed the derivation of such global con- 
straints in Section 5. This section briefly considers the 
first case. 
The condition part of object comparison rules, like 
object constraints, imposes conditions to be satisfied 
by object instances. We here distinguish between two 
types of object comparison rule conditions: 
l Interobject conditions These are conditions such 
as O.isbn = O’.isbn, defining conditions involving 
both objects to be compared. 
l Intraobject conditions ‘These are conditions on 
one of the objects to be compared only, such as 
O.ref? = true. Thus, intraobject conditions are 
conditions that local (or remote) object must sat- 
isfy to be a candidate for having this relationship 
in the first place. 
The strong resemblance between intraobject condi- 
tions and object constraints has two consequences. 
First, the intraobject conditions on objects of a class C 
imposed by a rule T must not conflict with the object 
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constraints defined by C. This is a conflict as alluded 
to in the introduction. Second, from the object con- 
straints of C and the intraobject conditions defined by 
T, implied object constraints may he derived, which are 
subsequently treated like regular object constraints in 
the integration process. 
Example 
Consider the object comparison rule 
Sim(O':Proceedings,RefereedPubl) + O’.ref? = true. 
The condition defined in this rule is an intraob- 
ject condition which is not inconsistent with the ob- 
ject constraints of Proceedings. However, consider 
the global object df representing the remote object 
0’ : Proceedings, where Sim(Ol, Ref ereedPub1) 
holds. Thus, in the integrated view 0’ also belongs to 
RefereedPubl. However, since we know that 0’ sat- 
isfies both the intraobject condition and object con- 
straint oc2 of Proceedings, we can deduce the de- 
rived object constraint rating >= 7 on 0’. Thus 
a potential discrepancy with object constraint ocl of 
Ref ereedPub1 has been identified. Section 5 discusses 
how such discrepancies should be dealt with. Cl 
4 Conformation of constraints 
The phases of conformation and merging are distin- 
guished in our discussion of constraints, too. In this 
section, we briefly discuss the former of these phases. 
Local and remote constraints cannot be compared 
properly without assuring that they are expressed in 
compatible terms. Thus, conversions applied to ob- 
jects and properties in the conformation phase must 
be propagated to the formulation of constraints. This 
is called semantic normalisation in [RPG95]. In con- 
forming local and remote constraints, we distinguish 
the following subtasks: 
1. Allocating constraints to conformed classes 
Due to structural conflicts between databases, 
the allocation of constraints to a conformed class 
takes some consideration. The conformed con- 
straint may be allocated to a new virtual class 
which was created when converting values to ob- 
jects to deal with object-value conflicts between 
databases. On the other hand, the conversion of 
objects to values (hiding of objects) leads to the 
hiding of constraints that involve properties that 
are not included in the (complex) values thus ob- 
tained. 
2. Attribute substitution 
Conformed attribute names must be substituted 
for locally adhered attribute names. The type of 
a property may change in the conformation, too. 
Domain conversion 
Whenever a particular value for a property is used 
in a constraint, this value must be converted to 
a value of the domain of the corresponding con- 
formed property. 
Derived attributes 
In the conformation phase, derived attributes may 
be introduced to deal with non-trivial property 
equivalence. Constraints may be derived for such 
attributes as well. 
Example 
In our example, consider the constraint oc2 on 
Publication. In the remote database, a publisher 
is considered to be an object itself rather than just 
a value used in the description of a publication. This 
point of view is adhered to in the integration as well. 
As a result of this, the value of the local attribute 
Publication.publisher is converted to a virtual ob- 
ject in the conformation phase, and classified under 
a virtual local class VirtPublisher. In terms of the 
conformed classes, the constraint contains properties 
of VirtPublisher. Thus, the formulation of the con- 
straint becomes: 
object constraint on VirtPublisher: 
ocl: name in KNOWNPUBLISHERS 
Moreover, 
consider the constraint ocl on RefereedPubl. 
The attribute ‘rating’ is involved in the property 
equivalence assertion propeq(Scientif icPubl.rating, 
Proceedings.rating, multipZy(2), id, avg). The con- 
version function multipZy(2) from the local,scale to 
the remote scale must be applied to the rating value 
featured in the constraint. We thus obtain the follow- 
ing conformed constraint formulation: 
object constraint on Ref ereedPub1: 
ocl: rating >=4 
0 
5 Constraints and the merging phase 
Expressed in compatible terms, local and remote con- 
straints may now be compared. This is the main 
subject of this paper, to be discussed in the present 
section. We first discuss the notions of subjectivity 
and objectivity of constraints; subsequently we dis- 
cuss their implications on the two questions presented 
in the introduction. 
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5.1 Objectivity and subjectivity 
The notions of objectivity and subjectivity are associ- 
ated with the nature of a real-world phenomenon and 
the way in which a certain subject perceives this phe- 
nomenon. Their relevance to database interoperation 
is obvious once we realise that a database is nothing 
but a model of a real-world application domain, and 
that different databases will model a common applica- 
tion domain in a different way. 
A database modelling assertion, such as a property 
value or a constraint, is called objective iff its validity is 
independent of the implicit assumptions made within 
the context of a particular database; otherwise it is 
called subjective. In the next subsections, we make 
these notions more precise for constraints and prop- 
erties in an interoperation environment, respectively, 
and discuss the relationship between constraint sub- 
jectivity and value subjectivity. 
5.1.1 Objectivity and subjectivity of con- 
, straints 
In the context of database interoperation, we need 
to reconsider the nature of constraints defined on a 
database. In particular, within a single database envi- 
ronment, the following two statements are considered 
to be roughly equivalent. 
l A constraint is a representation of an axiom that 
is valid in the part of the real world modelled by 
the database. 
l A constraint is a restriction describing those 
database states that the designer considers cor- 
rect ones. 
In the context of database interoperation it is necessary 
to distinguish between these two constraint paradigms. 
This is due to the fact that we are dealing with a real- 
world situation modelled by different database design- 
ers, introducing the notion of subjectivity into the in- 
terpretation of database constraints. 
Example 
Referring to Figure 1, an example of an objective con- 
straint would be ocl of class Proceedings. Although 
defined in database Bookseller, this constraint may 
be assumed to represent an assertion that is true be- 
yond the context of this specific database. Of course, 
the modelling context influences the way the constraint 
is expressed, but not its validity. This is the kind 
of constraints dealt with in existing work [AQF95, 
R,F’G95]. On the other hand, consider constraint cc2 
of class Publication. This is a subjective constraint. 
It must be satisfied within the context of our library, 
but not necessarily by the integration. 0 
The question is then how to determine whether a con- 
straint is objective or subjective. To answer this, we 
first discuss subjectivity of properties. 
5.1.2 Objectivity and subjectivity of proper- 
ties 
Subjectivity and objectivity can also be associated 
with properties. To see what we mean by a subjective 
property, we return to the notion of property equiv- 
alence. Remember that equivalence of local and re- 
mote properties is denoted by assertions of the form 
propeq(C.p, C’.p’, cf, cf’, df), where df is a decision 
function determining a global value for the property 
given a local and a remote one. Decisive for the sub- 
jectivity of a property is the extent to which the deci- 
sion function accounts for possible value inconsisten- 
cies. In particular, we distinguish four types of deci- 
sion functions depending on their consequences for the 
subjectivity of the properties involved: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Conflict ignoring function 
This represents the situation where the decision 
function does not deal with possible value con- 
flicts. That is, non-deterministically any of the 
values is chosen (denoted in the example by the 
any function). Both of the local and remote 
properties are regarded to be objective. Thus, 
Publiaher.name and Publicationpublisher are 
considered objective in our example specification. 
Conflict avoiding function 
Here one of the equivalent properties is chosen 
as the most reliable source of values for the inte- 
grated property (the function trust in our spec- 
ification). That is, one of the properties is con- 
sidered objective. Thus, Publicationourprice is 
seen as objective, whereas Publication.shopprice 
is subjective in our example specification. 
Conflict settling functions 
The conflict is settled by picking one of the val- 
ues using a certain decision procedure. Thus, one 
of the local and remote values is seen as objec- 
tive, but in general we do not know beforehand 
from which of the equivalent properties it stems. 
Therefore we regard both properties as subjective. 
Examples of such functions are maz and min. 
Conflict eliminating functions 
The conflict is eliminated by defining a global 
value which is derived from both values. Note 
however that we demanded that #(~,a) = a. 
Examples are avg and union. Here both the lo- 
cal and the remote value are regarded as sub- 
jective. Thus, both Scientif icPubl.rating and 
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Proceedings.rating are seen as subjective in our 
example specification. 
5.1.3 Subjective constraints and subjective 
properties 
A crucial question is now of course: what is the rela- 
tionship between subjectivity of properties and subjec- 
tivity of constraints? To answer this question, consider 
the following example. 
Example 
Consider the identical conformed constraints ocl of 
classes Publication and Item (recall that ‘ourprice’ 
and ‘libprice’ are equivalent properties). Note that in 
the presence of the decision function tn.&, the follow- 
ing intuition concerning a constraint 4 is not valid. 
(DB satisfies C$ A DB’ satisfies 4) + D’B satisfies 
4 
This can easily be seen by assuming the (libprice, 
shopprice) values of a particular book provided 
by Publication and Item are (26,29) and (22, 
25), respectively, and applying the decision func- 
tions tTUst(CSLibrary) resp. trust(Bookseller) for 
‘libprice’ and ‘shopprice’. Apparently, the value sub- 
jectivity incurred by the decision functions yields this 
object constraint to be subjective, even if it is defined 
in both component databases. 0 
In general, it is a design decision which local and 
remote constraints are considered to be valid within 
the database’s partial view of the world only (subjec- 
tive constraint), and which are also adhered to in the 
context of the integrated view (objective constraint). 
However, as can be concluded from the example, an 
integration specification is consistent only if 
Subjectivity of values implies subjectivity of con- 
straints. 
That is, constraints involving subjective properties are 
necessarily subjective themselves. Note that the impli- 
cation is one-directional; constraints may be declared 
subjective even though they involve objective proper- 
ties only. 
5.2 Constraints and the integrated view 
Recall that in the introduction we distinguished two 
main questions, regarding the formulation of global 
integrity constraints given the local and remote ones, 
and the detection of possible inconsistencies between 
integrity constraints and the specification of the inte- 
grated view. We here refine this to the following three 
issues. 
l How is the set of integrated constraints de- 
termined? 
This question is related to,the notion of subjec- 
tive and objective constraints. For objective con- 
straints, the natural answer is that the set of 
global constraints is the union of locally and re- 
motely defined constraints. For subjective con- 
straints, global constraints must be derived from 
local and remote constraints depending on how 
the state of the global view is derived from the 
local and remote database state. 
When is there a conflict? 
As we shall see, the answer to this question is 
dependent on the type of constraint and the type 
of object relationship involved. 
What should be done if a conflict is found? 
The choice here is either to disqualify some of the 
existing constraints or to adapt the specification 
of the integration. In other words, the specifica- 
tion of the integration may be considered invalid 
if it leads to conflicting constraints on the inte- 
grated view. 
5.2.1 Integration of object constraints 
The integration of object constraints stemming from 
different databases is strongly influenced by the rela- 
tionship between the objects on which the constraints 
have been defined. In the following, we assume that 
0 is a local object on which the set of object con- 
straints R has been defined, and 0’ is a remote object 
with object constraint set R’ 2. Note that a possible 
descriptivity relationship between 0 and 0’ is dealt 
with in the conformation phase. Hence we here dis- 
cuss the cases of equality, strict and approximate sim- 
ilarity. Note furthermore that object constraints dis- 
cussed here include the derived constraints discussed 
in Section 3. 
Object equality 
At first glance, one would expect equality of objects to 
suggest equivalence of their object constraints. It fol- 
lows from our discussion of subjectivity, however, that 
this is not necessarily the case. We assume that the 
sets 52,, R,, fl: and 0; have been specified, represent- 
ing the set of subjective local object constraints, objec- 
tive local object constraints, subjective remote object 
constraints and objective remote object constraint, re- 
spectively. We now discuss their integration with ref- 
erence to the three major issues identified above. 
The integrated object constraints are deter- 
mined as follows. It follows from our discussion that 
2A set of object constraints defined on an object represents 
the conjunction of these constraints. 
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all objective object constraints are integrated object 
constraints. Moreover, from subjective local and re- 
mote object constraints, integrated object constraints 
may be derived. The general problem of deriving a 
global object constraint d given local and remote con- 
straints +,$’ and a decision function df is beyond the 
scope of this paper. We here restrict ourselves to the 
definition of some necessary conditions under which 
such a derivation is possible. 
Let 4 be a normalised subjective object constraint, 
meaning that Q, cannot be written as $1 A $2.. . A & 
(constraints of such a form are normalised into n sep- 
arate object constraints). A normalised object con- 
straint defines a correlation between the values of the 
properties involved in the constraint. Let s(4) be the 
set of subjective properties constrained by #. The fol- 
lowing conditions must be true for 4 to be involved in 
the derivation of a global constraint: 
(1) None of the decision functions defined on a($) 
must be conflict avoiding. If a property p E E(4) is 
subjective due to a conflict avoiding function, the value 
of p plays no role in the determination of the value of 
the global property 6. Hence restrictions on p cannot 
be propagated to restrictions on $. Since the values of 
Z(d) are correlated by 4, none of the restrictions on 
properties in E:(d) can be propagated. 
(2) If a property p E H:(4) has a conflict settling 
function defined on it, then the derivation of a global 
constraint 4 from 4 must involve a remote constraint 
4’ such that p’ E Z(#). The determination of the 
value of # involves a comparison of the values of p and 
p’. Thus, restrictions on p can only be propagated to 
restrictions on @ if comparable restrictions exist for p’.’ 
Example 
Consider a local object 0:ScientificPubl and a 
remote object O’iProceedings such that Eq(0, 0’) 
holds. Now consider 4 : rating >= 4, a con- 
formed subjective object constraint on 0, and # : 
publisher.name = ‘ACM’ + rating >= 6, a subjec- 
tive object constraint on 0’. The decision functions 
for Publisher.name and Proceedings.rating are any 
and avg, respectively, yielding the former property to 
be objective, and the latter subjective. The global ob- 
ject constraint 
publisher.name=‘ACM’ implies rating >= 5 
can be derived. On the other hand, consider the ob- 
ject constraints ocl of classes Publication and Item 
discussed in a previous example. The conflict avoiding 
decision functions on ‘shopprice’ and ‘libprice’ render 
both of these constraints subjective, and no global ob- 
ject constraints can be derived from them. 0 
A conflict between local and remote object con- 
straints is inconsistent, i.e. h k false. This is what 
we might ~$1 an explicit conflict. An implicit conflict 
occurs if the state of a global object d does not sat- 
isfy its integrated object constraints. It can easily be 
seen that this situation can only occur for an objective 
object constraint d, involving at least one property p 
which is equivalent to a property p’, for which a con- 
flict ignoring function has been defined. The global 
value of 0.p may then be obtained from the!remote 
property p’ due to the non-determinism introduced by 
such functions. Now if an equivalent constraint # was 
not defined on p’, 0 will not necessarily satisfy 4, even 
though Q, is regarded to be objective. 
This raises the issue of resolving a conflict once 
it has been detected. We identify three options. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Change or ignore local and/or remote constraints 
This straightforward solution is the only one men- 
tioned in current literature. Note that in our 
context, changing local constraints would mean 
changing their specified status from objective to 
subjective. 
Change the object comparison rules 
This is based on the idea that co@licting con- 
straints indicate that objects 0 and 0’ are not 
truly equivalent, and thus the object comparison 
rules are incorrect, and should be adapted. 
Change the decision functions 
Changing a decision function affects the set of 
global integrity constraints involving that prop- 
erty that can be derived. Thus an inconsistency 
in the global object constraints can be resolved. 
Strict similarity 
The case of (strictly) similar objects should be distin- 
guished sharply from equality of objects. In particular, 
property subjectivity does not play a role with similar 
objects, since decision functions apply only to proper- 
ties of equivalent objects. Therefore, the designer has 
more freedom to label object constraints as subjective 
or objective. 
Regarding the issues identified before, the inte- 
grated object constraints are simply the union of 
the objective local and remote object constraints. Sub- 
jective constraints do not contribute to the integrated 
view. 
With strictly similar objects, we have to be very 
strict in defining constraint conflicts. In fact, we de- 
fine a constraint conflict to arise whenever R’ + fi. 
That is, in order for remote objects 0’ to be added 
to a class 6, they must satisfy all object constraints 
straints is found if the set of integrated object con- ’ associated with C. 
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Resolving such conflicts is done by adding object 
constraints of C as intraobject conditions on 0’ to the 
condition part of the rule describing the relationship 
Sim(O’, C). An additional rule defining approximate 
similarity for objects not satisfying these additional 
conditions may be added. 
Example 
Consider the object comparison rule 
Sim(O':Proceedings,RefereedPubl)+ O’.ref? = true. 
In Section 3, we discussed how from the intraobject 
condition O’.re f? = twe and the object constraint oc2 
of Proceedings the derived constraint q5 : rating >= 7 
on 0’ could be deduced. Now since q5 + rating >= 4, 
which is the conformed form of object constraint ocl 
of RefereedPubl, it is assured that 0’ is a valid 
RefereedPub (note that the inherited object con- 
straint ocl of Publication is satisfied as well). 
On the .other hand, suppose oc2 of Proceedings 
were ref? = true =S rating >= 3. In that case, 
the .derived constraint would be 4 : rating >= 
3. Since then ‘#I + rating >= 4, the object 
comparison rule would have to be changed into 
Sim( O’:Proceedings,Ref ereedPubl)t O’.re f? = 
true A O’.Tating >= 4. 0 
Approximate similarity 
In cases of approximate similarity, we cannot really 
speak of object constraint conflicts, as objects 0 : C 
and 0’ : C’ with possibly conflicting constraints will 
end up in different global classes anyway. The only 
additional integrated object constraints that can 
be determined are those to be defined on their common 
virtual superclass CV. This is simply the disjunction 
of R and R’. 
In fact, we may havk that R /= +‘, where 4’ E 
a’. This corresponds to the case where the classes 
C and C’ represent different horizontal fragments of 
their common superclass CV, where the membership 
condition is 4’. 
5.2.2 Integration of class constraints 
As classifications themselves are inherently subjective, 
so are class constraints. Class constraints are typically 
valid for the local extension of a particular class. We 
therefore adhere to the default assumption that class 
constraints cannot be propagated to the integrated 
view. 
An exception is any class for which neither object 
equivalence rules nor strict similarity rules have been 
defined. Such a class has what we might call objective 
extension. As the global extension of such a class is 
equal to its local extension, it is assured that all class 
constraints remain valid for the integrated view. 
Figure 3: Inclusion of constraints into our methodol- 
WY 
If a local class C does not have objective extension, 
but a class constraint 4 of C is still considered objec- 
tive, it must either be provable that the addition of a 
remote object 0’ to C will never lead to a violation 
of 4, or any addition of such an object that leads to 
a violation of 4 must be rejected by a global integrity 
enforcing mechanism. In this paper, we are primarily 
concerned with the definition of global constraints that 
are an immediate consequence of the locally enforced 
constraints, however. Hence we assume by default that 
class constraints are subjective. 
This sharp distinction between object constraints 
and class constraints comes as no surprise if one re- 
alises that unlike object constraints, class constraints 
are not inheritable. A notable exception is the key 
constraint. There is an analogy of this exception for 
the case of database interoperation. If all equality 
rules defined on a class C are of the form &(O : 
C, 0’ : C’) t 0.k = O’.k’, where k is a key of C 
and k’ is a key of C’, and similarity rules are defined 
only for objects of classes for which equality rules exist 
as well, then the key constraint on C is still valid for 
the’ integrated view. 
5.2.3 Integration of database constraints 
Database constraints should be regarded as subjective 
constraints. The complications of regarding a local 
database constraint as objective are immense, as illus- 
trated by our example database constraint of Figure 1. 
A discussion hereof is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have identified two roles of in- 
tegrity constraints defined on interoperable component 
databases. 
The first role is as a basis for specification of con- 
straints on the integrated view, thus supporting global 
query and transaction processing. We discussed the 
notion of objectivity and subjectivity of component 
constraints and how these notions influence the for- 
mulation of global constraints. 
The second role is as a semantic check on the valid- 
ity of the specification of an integrated view. We illus- 
trated how inconsistencies between local constraints 
the specification of the integration can be detected, 
and how this specification can subsequently corrected. 
Figure 3 illustrates the role of constraints in our 
methodology. From our discussion, we conclude that 
the incorporation of constraints into existing integra- 
tion methodologies is feasible, if not essential. The 
ideas developed in this paper form the basis for the 
development of design tools that assist in determin- 
ing the effects of design decisions made during the 
construction of integration specifications on the con- 
straints that will be valid on the integrated view re- 
sulting from such a specification. Constraint conflicts 
detected can be used to highlight errors in the specifi- 
cation, and suggestions can be done to the user as to 
how to correct them. 
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